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Abstract
Chemical crosslinking in combination with mass spectrometry has matured into an alternative
approach to derive low-resolution structural information of proteins and protein complexes. Yet,
one of the major drawbacks of this strategy remains the lack of software that is able to handle
the large MS datasets that are created after chemical crosslinking and enzymatic digestion of
the crosslinking reaction mixtures. Here, we describe a software, termed StavroX, which has
been specifically designed for analyzing highly complex crosslinking datasets. The StavroX
software was evaluated for three diverse biological systems: (1) the complex between
calmodulin and a peptide derived from Munc13, (2) an N-terminal ß-laminin fragment, and (3)
the complex between guanylyl cyclase activating protein-2 and a peptide derived from retinal
guanylyl cyclase. We show that the StavroX software is advantageous for analyzing crosslinked
products due to its easy-to-use graphical user interface and the highly automated analysis of
mass spectrometry (MS) and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) data resulting in short times
for analysis. StavroX is expected to give a further push to the chemical crosslinking approach as
a routine technique for protein interaction studies.
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Introduction

Chemical crosslinking in combination with mass spec-
trometry (MS) has emerged as an alternative strategy to

derive 3D structural information of proteins [1–9], which is
reflected by the abbreviation “MS3D” to describe this
fruitful combination of both techniques [3]. Chemical cross-
linking relies on the introduction of a covalent bond between
functional groups of amino acids within a protein (for

gaining insight into the conformation of a protein) or
between different interaction partners (for elucidating inter-
faces in protein complexes) by a chemical reagent. After the
crosslinking reaction, the proteins of interest are usually
enzymatically digested, and the resulting peptide mixtures
are analyzed by high-resolution mass spectrometry [4].

Analysis of crosslinked peptides by MS makes use of
several advantages associated with MS analysis: The mass
of the protein or the protein complex under investigation is
theoretically unlimited because it is the proteolytic peptides
that are analyzed, analysis is fast, and requires only femto- to
attomole amounts of protein.

The functional groups of crosslinking reagents that are
commonly used for this technique are amine-reactive N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters and photoreactive cross-
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linkers (benzophenones, diazirines, and azides) [4, 10]. A
number of strategies have been developed either for an
enrichment of crosslinker-containing species by affinity
chromatography [11], or for a facilitated MS identification
of crosslinked products by using isotope-labeled crosslinkers
[12–15], or crosslinkers that are MS cleavable and create
characteristic neutral losses and fragment ions during
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) experiments [16–18].

We have recently shown for laminin N-terminal (LN)
domains that even a few distance constraints imposed by
chemical crosslinks and disulfide bonds, i.e., “natural”
crosslinks, were sufficient for deriving a valid model [19]
that closely resembled the structure obtained by X-ray
crystallography [20]. So far, the largest protein complex
investigated by chemical crosslinking and MS is the 15-
subunit 670 kDa complex of RNA polymerase II (Pol II)
with the transcription initiation factor TFIIF [21]. Yet,
despite its straightforwardness, the greatest challenge of the
crosslinking approach is posed by the high complexity of the
created peptide mixtures requiring high-resolution MS
techniques for analyzing the crosslinked products. Identifying
crosslinked peptides poses additional difficulties for data
analysis as the number of potential crosslinks increases
quadratically with increasing sample complexity. Thus, bio-
informatics tools are required in order to handle the large
datasets generated during MS and MS/MS analyses of the
peptide mixtures. For analyzing these complex datasets, there
has been considerable effort to develop specific software tools;
nevertheless, a software that allows a fully automated analysis
of MS and MS/MS data created from crosslinked product
mixtures is still lacking. Therefore, data analysis is still the
bottleneck for the chemical crosslinking strategy to evolve into
a generally applicable and rapid method for global structural
proteomics studies, underlining the need to develop novel and
powerful bioinformatics strategies. Among the currently
available software for analyzing crosslinked products are
General Protein/Mass Analysis for Windows (GPMAW)
[22], CoolToolBox, a major upgrade of the VIRTUALMSLAB
software program [23], xQuest [24], X-Link Identifier [25],
xComb [26], and MS-Bridge, which is part of Protein
Prospector [27]. Summaries of currently available crosslinking
software are found in [3] and [28].

In this report, we describe a software, termed StavroX,
which is specifically designed for analyzing the highly
complex mass spectrometric datasets that are obtained after
chemical crosslinking of proteins and a subsequent digestion of
the created reaction mixtures. The StavroX software was
compared with several existing software programs for cross-
linked product identification, with respect to time consumption
and manual user input. For evaluating the StavroX software,
we chose three diverse biological systems: (1) calmodulin
(CaM) crosslinked to a Munc13 derived peptide with a
heterobifunctional amine-reactive/photoreactive reagent, (2)
disulfide bonds in an N-terminal ß-laminin fragment as an
example for naturally occurring crosslinks, and (3) the guanylyl
cyclase activating protein-2 (GCAP-2) crosslinked to a peptide

derived from the retinal guanylyl cyclase (ROS-GC) with a
homobifunctional amine-reactive reagent.

(1) Munc13 proteins are important presynaptic regulators,
which are essential for synaptic vesicle priming and
adaptive synaptic mechanisms and are known to interact
calcium-dependently with CaM [29]. Here, the amine-
reactive photo crosslinker N-succinimidyl-p-benzoyl-
dihydrocinnamate (SBC) was employed to study the
interaction between CaM and a Munc13 peptide com-
prising the CaM binding region [30].

(2) Laminins constitute a family of heterotrimeric glycopro-
teins, which are the main noncollagenous components of
the basement membrane [31]. Recently conducted in-
depth mass spectrometric analyses of the disulfide
patterns in recombinant mouse laminin β1 N-terminal
fragments revealed a novel disulfide pattern for laminin-
type epidermal growth factor-like (LE) domains [32].

(3) The retinal guanylyl cyclase (ROS-GC) is a membrane
protein in retina cells, which regulates the adaptation of
the retina in response to light [33]. The interaction
between ROS-GC and its binding partner GCAP-2 is
currently studied in our group using a homobifunctional
amine-reactive NHS ester.

Experimental
CaM/Munc13 Peptide Crosslinking

The crosslinking reaction with CaM (bovine brain; Calbio-
chem) and a 24-amino acid peptide derived from the CaM
binding region of a Munc13 protein (synthesized by Dr. Olaf
Jahn) was conducted in a two-step fashion. In a first step, the
amine-reactive site of the crosslinker SBC [30] was reacted
with CaM for 30 min. The reaction mixture contained
10 μM CaM and the crosslinker SBC (200 or 500 μM) in a
Ca2+/chelator (EGTA) buffer system (free Ca2+ concentra-
tion 30 nM; 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.2). Excess of
crosslinker was quenched with 20 mM NH4HCO3 and
removed by microfiltration (Microcon YM-10; Millipore).
In a second step, Munc13 peptide (10 μM) was added to
SBC-labeled CaM. The crosslinking reaction mixtures were
irradiated with UV light in a home-built system (365 nm,
irradiation energies 4000 and 8000 mJ/cm2) to induce photo-
crosslinking. The reaction mixtures were separated by SDS-
PAGE and bands of interest were in-gel digested with
trypsin (Promega) according to an existing protocol [14].
Samples were stored at −20 °C prior to nano-HPLC/nano-
ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap-MS/MS analysis.

Disulfide Pattern in an N-Terminal Laminin ß1
Fragment

For assigning the disulfide pattern in an N-terminal fragment
of laminin ß1 (one LN and four LE domains) a complete
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alkylation of free cysteines was performed with iodoaceta-
mide to prevent disulfide shuffling. Expression of recombi-
nant mouse laminin ß1 chain fragments in human embryonic
kidney 293 cells and purification from serum-free cell
culture supernatant was performed as earlier described
[32]. Enzymatic digestion of was done with trypsin
[enzyme:substrate 1:16 (wt/wt)] overnight at 37 °C at pH
7.5. Enzymatic digestion of laminin ß1 was also performed
under acidic conditions (pH 5.5) using LysN (U-ProteinEx-
press, The Netherlands) at an enzyme:substrate 1:16 (wt/wt)
overnight at 50 °C [32]. Reactions were stopped with 10%
(vol/vol) TFA solution, and the samples were stored at −80 °C
before nano-HPLC/nano-ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap-MS/MS analysis
was conducted.

GCAP-2/ROS-GC Peptide Crosslinking

Crosslinking between a peptide derived from the retinal
guanylyl cyclase (ROS-GC, amino acids 965–981,
YRIHVNRSTVQILSALN) and its binding partner GCAP-2
was performed with the amine-reactive homobifunctional NHS
ester BS²G (bis[sulfosuccinimidyl]glutarate, Thermo Fisher
Scientific). GCAP-2 was expressed in E. coli and purified
according to an existing protocol (manuscript in preparation).
Equimolar amounts (10 μM) of GCAP-2 and ROS-GC peptide
in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, were equilibrated for 10 min with
either 1 mM Ca2+ or 10 mM EGTA. The crosslinking reaction
was started by adding the crosslinker BS2G at100-fold excess
(1 mM) and the reaction was quenched with 20 mM
NH4HCO3. Aliquots were taken after 30 and 60 min. The
crosslinking reaction mixtures were separated by SDS-PAGE,
bands of interest were excised, and subjected to in-gel
proteolysis with trypsin and GluC using an existing
protocol [14]. The peptide mixtures were stored at −80 °C
before nano-HPLC/nano-ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap-MS/MS analysis
was performed.

Nano-HPLC/Nano-ESI-LTQ-Orbitrap Mass
Spectrometry

Fractionation of proteolytic peptide mixtures was carried out
on an Ultimate nano-HPLC system (Dionex Corporation,
Idstein, Germany) using reversed phase C18 columns
(precolumn: Acclaim PepMap, 300 μm • 5 mm, 5 μm, 100Å,
separation column: Acclaim PepMap, 75 μm • 250 mm,
3 μm, 100Å, Dionex Corporation). After washing the
peptides on the precolumn for 15 min with water containing
0.1% TFA, peptides were eluted and separated using
gradients from 0% to 50% B (varying between 30 to
90 min), 50% to 100% B (1 min), and 100% B (5 min),
with solvent A being 5% acetonitrile (ACN) containing
0.1% FA and solvent B being 80% ACN containing 0.08%
FA. The nano-HPLC system was directly coupled to the
nano-ESI source (Proxeon, Odense, Denmark) of an LTQ-
Orbitrap XL hybrid mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Bremen, Germany). MS data were acquired in

data-dependent MS/MS mode: Each high-resolution full
scan (m/z 300 to 2000, R=60,000) in the Orbitrap was
followed by three or five product ion scans in the LTQ and/
or the orbitrap (R=7500) on the three or five most intense
signals in the full-scanmass spectrum (isolation window 2.5 u).
Dynamic exclusion (exclusion duration 180 s, exclusion
window −1 to 2 Th) was enabled to allow detection of less
abundant ions. Data acquisition was controlled via XCalibur
2.0.7 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in combination with DCMS
link 2.0 (Dionex).

Analysis of Crosslinked Products

For comparison with the StavroX software, crosslinked
peptides were analyzed using General Protein Mass Analysis
for Windows (GPMAW) [22] ver. 8.10 (Lighthouse Data,
Odense, Denmark, http://www.gpmaw.com), CoolToolBox
(CTB), which is a major upgrade of VIRTUALMSLAB
[23], xQuest [24] (http://prottools.ethz.ch/orinner/public/
htdocs/xquest/index_review.html), X-Link-Identifier [25]
(http://du-lab.org/XlinkIdentifier), and MS-Bridge [27]
(http://prospector.ucsf.edu/prospector/cgi-bin/msform.cgi?
form=msbridgestandard).

Results and discussion
Program Workflow

The general workflow of StavroX is presented in Figure 1.
StavroX uses the amino acid sequences of the proteins to be
crosslinked, with potential amino acid modifications, using
the protease as specified by the user (In1). From this, a
peptide map is calculated. A list of all calculated peptides is
displayed (Out1). Using the amino acid sequences and
considering the properties of the crosslinker and the
specified mass tolerances (In2), all possible crosslinks are
calculated (D1).

Mass spectrometric data are loaded as mgf (Mascot
generic file) files (In3; Figure 1). The precursor ion
masses (MS), which are extracted from the mgf file, are
compared with the masses of potential crosslinked
products with user-defined mass accuracy. If no match
is found for the extracted precursor ion mass, the next
precursor ion mass from the mgf file is compared with
masses of potential crosslinked products (negative). All
identified matches are crosslinked product candidates,
which are further analyzed (positive). The software
calculates b- and y-type ions for all crosslinks between
two peptides of a potential candidate and compares them
to MS/MS data of the precursor ion (P5). The theoretical
ion masses are calculated by adding the masses of the
amino acids of the respective peptide. Conclusively, the
crosslinked amino acid carries the additional mass of the
crosslinker and the second peptide. The noise of a
fragment ion mass spectrum is calculated iteratively.
Ions exceeding the given signal-to-noise ratio are not
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considered in the calculation, unless the noise remains
identical within two consecutive iterations. In a first step,
b- and y-type ions as well as neutral losses of the
precursor ion (water, ammonia) are compared with the
spectrum. Neutral losses (ammonia, water) of b- or y-
type ions are only taken into account for previously
identified b- or y-type ions. The identified ions of
crosslinked residues are saved in csv file format for
each peptide pair. Based on identified hits and ion series,
a score is calculated (P6) for each crosslink-candidate
and summarized in a results table. The graphical user
interface includes the results table (Out4), a summary of
all crosslink candidates, potential fragment ion masses of
one pair of reactive sites with labeled identified ions

(Out2) as well as the respective fragment ion mass
spectrum with ions labeled (Out3).

Software Description

As analyzing crosslinked products presents a complex task,
human intervention is still required, but is greatly simplified
by the StavroX software. The major strengths of StavroX
comprise its easy-to-use graphical user interface as well as
the highly automated analysis of MS and MS/MS data.
StavroX runs without installation on Microsoft Windows
platforms (98, NT, XP, Vista, 7). StavroX is a single
executable file that was programmed and compiled using

Figure 1. Workflow of the StavroX software
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Borland Delphi 4. The software can be obtained by sending
an e-mail to michael.goetze@biochemtech.uni-halle.de.

StavroX is divided into three main parts: (1) In-silico
proteolysis and calculation of proteolytic peptides and
crosslinks, (2) comparison of mass spectrometric data (MS
and MS/MS data) to calculated masses of crosslinked
products, and (3) presentation of results. In-silico proteolysis
is required to calculate potential crosslinked products for the
proteins under investigation. Therefore, the user has to
provide the respective amino acid sequences as well as the
proteases used for enzymatic cleavage of crosslinked
proteins. Amino acid sequences are imported in FASTA
format. Enzymatic cleavage sites are defined by entering the
specific amino acid next to the cleavage site with a question
mark specifying N- or C-terminal cleavage, e.g., K? –
cleavage occurs C-terminal of lysine, ?N – cleavage occurs
N-terminal of asparagine. Amino acid sequences for highly
sequence specific proteolysis can also be specified by the
user, i.e., ENLYFQG? defining a TEV protease cleavage
site. For each cleavage, the number of missed cleavages
needs to be defined (“missed cleavage factor”). A missed
cleavage factor of 1 implies that all resulting peptides
contain up to one potential cleavage site that has not been
subjected to proteolysis. It is also possible to enter an amino
acid that prevents proteolysis at a specific site, i.e., trypsin
will cleave with low frequency in case an Arg or Lys is
followed by Pro. Variable modifications might be defined,
such as carbamidomethylation of cysteines or oxidation of
methionine, by entering the respective modified amino acid
as well as the maximum number of modifications per
peptide. Methionine oxidation is defined as follows: “M”

(methionine) is changed to “m” (oxidized methionine). The
single letter code is used for entering the amino acids.
Modified amino acids are simply added to the amino acid
code by their elemental composition with the letters defined
by the user. Conclusively, the resulting mass list of
proteolytic peptides is extended by the number of modified
peptides. For calculating the masses of crosslinked products,
the mass of the crosslinker is added to the masses of two
proteolytic peptides. The crosslinker is defined by its
elemental composition and its reactivities at both reactive
sites separately, e.g., amine- and photo-reactive. Depending
on the MS method used, the accuracies and mass limits for
precursor ion mass measurements and fragment ion mass
measurements are defined. These settings can be saved
individually for different analyses.

MS data are loaded as standard Mascot generic file (mgf)
containing all MS/MS data for each precursor ion that was
fragmented. As soon as data analysis is started by the user
data analysis will proceed without any further input by the
user. Analysis of each dataset presented herein required
calculation times between 30 to 60 min. The results are
automatically saved for a subsequent analysis and are
summarized in a table presenting the identified crosslink
candidate with its corresponding peptides, proteins, masses,
mass deviation, scan number, and score (Figure 2). By
double-clicking on one crosslink candidate, a summary is
shown, including all combinations of crosslinked amino
acids, the number of identified fragment ions, and fragment
ion series (b- and y-type ions). Double-clicking on one pair
of crosslinked residues will show the fragment ion comparison
sheet with all identified ions and the fragment ion mass

Figure 2. Screenshot of a result list showing the identified crosslink candidates with scores, masses, mass deviations, amino
acid sequences, and the scan number (MS), exemplified for laminin ß1 disulfide analysis. The table can be sorted by clicking
the header. By double clicking on one candidate in the list, the respective candidate can be investigated in more detail
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spectrum (MS/MS) with all fragment ions assigned
(Figure 3). Thus, ions resulting from fragmentation of
a potential crosslink candidate are readily visible. So
far, StavroX calculates b- and y-type ions, which
mainly occur during collision-induced dissociation
(CID), in addition to constant neutral losses (water
and/or ammonia) from previously identified fragment
ions as well as from the precursor ion.

Scoring

The scoring algorithm reflects the quality of the
respective fragment ion mass spectrum, which is calcu-
lated from the number of signals above a specified
signal-to-noise ratio. The score is based on the number
of identified b- and y-type ions as well as on the number
and length of the ion series.

The score is calculated as follows:

Score ¼ �50�log½Y
n

e�
sn

p1þp2�ð0:2� 1� e�
d�300j j5
1012
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þ0:2�e� i
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with: sn: Length of series n (b- or y-type ions); p1, p2:
Length of crosslinked peptides 1 and 2; d: Number of
fragment ions in the observed spectrum above threshold

(140GdG460); i: Number of signals above 10% relative
intensity; k: Number of identified fragment ions; h:
Number of all identified ions (h9d/10)

StavroX uses non-probabilistic parameters to deter-
mine the score for a crosslink candidate. To estimate the
quality of a fragment ion spectrum the total number of
fragment ions above the threshold as well as the number
of signals with relative intensities above 10% are taken
into account. The length of the respective b- or y-type
ion series also influences the score: Each y- and b-type
ions series of every crosslinked peptide is divided by
the total length of the peptide. This prohibits a potential
under-representation of short crosslinked peptides by
taking into account that short peptides do not produce
long series of fragment ions. In case the respective
crosslink candidate is a true match, the calculated
exponential term is very small. The calculated proba-
bility is reflected by the fact that the observed match
between the experimental data and the predicted mass of
a crosslink candidate is a random event. A logarithmic
conversion of this probability yields the score that is
displayed by StavroX. All factors of eq 1 were adapted
to obtain score values larger than 100 for highly
probable crosslinked products.

False-Positive Rate

For estimating the false-positive rate, six datasets were
taken into account comprising a total of 3539 crosslink

Figure 3. Screenshot of the fragment ion mass spectra (MS/MS) comparison sheet. The identified ions are presented as a
table and are labeled in the spectrum; signals of y-type ions are shown in blue, while signals of b-type ions are shown in red.
The fragment ion selected from the table is shown in pink. Each fragment ion mass spectrum can be reanalyzed using different
user-defined parameters. As default, fragment ions with a charge up to the charge of the precursor are listed and labeled

(1)
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candidates. Searches were performed with correct param-
eters as well as with a decoy search using reversed
protein sequences. Candidate lists from both searches
were united and only those candidates that were found
to be true crosslinks during manual inspection were
assigned as positives. The number of false-positives
above a certain score value were added and divided by

the total number of crosslink candidates. For scores
larger than 100, the false-positive rate is ca. 2%.

Evaluation of StavroX

The StavroX software was tested on three diverse biological
systems: (1) The complex between CaM and a peptide

Figure 4. (A) Mass spectrum with the enlarged signal of the triply charged precursor ion at m/z 929.116 that was selected for
fragmentation. (B) Fragment ion mass spectrum of the crosslink between calmodulin (CaM) (amino acids 91–106) and a
Munc13 peptide (amino acids 1–6); Lys-94 of CaM was found to be crosslinked with Ile-2 of the Munc13 peptide. Ions of the
crosslinked α-peptide are represented in red, while ions of the ß-peptide are represented in blue. The nomenclature of the
crosslinked product is according to [34]
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derived from Munc13, (2) an N-terminal ß1 laminin frag-
ment, and (3) the complex between guanylyl cyclase
activating protein-2 (GCAP-2) and a peptide derived from
the retinal guanylyl cyclase (ROS-GC).

Calmodulin/Munc13 Peptide Interaction

Using CoolToolBox (CTB), we had previously identified
several crosslinks between CaM and a Munc13 peptide [29].
When we reanalyzed the data with StavroX, those crosslinks
were confirmed—and more importantly—some additional
ones were discovered (Figure 4; Table 1). It should be
mentioned that some of the crosslinks that were identified by
CTB gained only low scores with StavroX, but these
ambiguous crosslinks were readily confirmed by a quick
manual inspection of fragment ion mass spectra.

The crosslinks identified between CaM and the Munc13
peptide revealed that the amine-reactive site of the cross-
linker SBC had mainly reacted with lysines 21 and 94 of
CaM. Merely one crosslinked product was identified with
Lys-13 of CaM (Table 1). The photophore of SBC was
found to have reacted with the hydrophobic amino acids
Leu-9 and Leu-14, Val-8, and Ile-2 (Figure 4) of the Munc13
peptide. Additional crosslinks were identified with Lys-12
and Lys-17 of the Munc13 peptide.

Disulfide Analysis for Laminin β1 N-Terminal
Fragment

Previously conducted in-depth mass spectrometric analyses
of the disulfide patterns in recombinant mouse laminin β1 N-
terminal fragments comprised of one LN and four LE
domains had revealed a novel disulfide pattern for LE
domains, in which the last cysteine of one LE domain is
connected to the first cysteine in the following domain
[32]. Reanalyzing the data with StavroX not only confirmed
the disulfide pattern that had already been predicted (Figure 5;
Table 2), but exceeded those previous results: a number of
disulfides were identified in mass spectra of additional

precursor ions resulting in an overall higher number of
identified disulfide bonds. Therefore, StavroX possesses
advantages for analyzing disulfide patterns in proteins under-
lining its versatile application.

GCAP-2/ROS-GC Peptide Interaction

Analyses of the interaction between GCAP-2 and potential
binding peptides derived from ROS-GC by chemical cross-
linking and MS revealed the presence of several crosslinks
when investigating the data with GPMAW, xQuest, and
StavroX (Figure 6; Table 3). In all crosslinks with the amine-
reactive crosslinker BS²G, the N-terminal tyrosine of the ROS-
GC peptide was involved. Although the number of identified
crosslinks is identical for StavroX and GPMAW, employing
StavroX greatly facilitated data analysis and reduced the time
to comprehensively screen the datasets. In contrast to
GPMAW, StavroX calculates all masses of crosslinks between
different amino acids with a number of variable modifications
simultaneously, while GPMAW allows merely searching for
crosslinks between two defined amino acids, with fixed
modifications of the respective crosslinked peptides. Conclu-
sively, the crosslink between Ser-37 of GCAP-2 and the N-
terminal tyrosine of the ROS-GC peptide was only identified
with GPMAW after conducting a number of additional time-
consuming analyses requiring a manual variation of the fixed
modifications. With StavroX, only a single analysis cycle was
required—without the need for further manual input—in order
to gain the same amount of information.

Comparison of StavroX to Existing Crosslinking
Software

To appreciate the efficiency of StavroX, we compared our
software with existing programs for analyzing crosslinked
products, namely GPMAW [22], CTB [23], xQuest [24],
Xlink-Identifier [25], and MS-Bridge (ProteinProspector) [27].
In conclusion, all crosslinks identified by CTB or GPMAW
were also identified by StavroX, but StavroX identified

Table 1. Analysis of crosslinks between CaM and a Munc 13 peptide with the heterobifunctional crosslinker SBC. The crosslinked product shown in Figure 4
is highlighted

m/z
measured

Calculated
molecular weight

Charge
state

Mass
deviation (ppm)

Crosslinked aa
(CaM)

Crosslinked aa
(Munc13)

Identified with
StavroX

Identified with
CTB

Identified with
Xlink-Identifier

Identified with
xQuest

1082.047 4325.161 4 1.6 K13 K17 √ – – –
794.178 3173.685 4 2.0 K94 V8/L9 √ √ – √
929.116 2785.329 3 0.9 K94 I2 √ √ – √
696.109 2781.409 4 1.1 K21 K12 √ √ √ √
927.483 2780.425 3 2.4 K21 L14 √ – √ √
916.808 2748.399 3 −2.3 K94 L9 – √ – –
898.140 2691.389 3 1.3 K94 K12 √ √ √ √
673.358 2690.405 4 2.1 K94 L14 √ – √ √
875.449 2624.324 3 2.9 K21 L14 √ – – √
845.442 2534.304 3 2.8 K94 L14 √ – – √
842.097 2524.272 3 2.4 K21 L14 √ – √ √
831.094 2491.262 3 2.2 K94 V8/L9 √ – – √
812.091 2434.251 3 2.7 K94 L14 √ – – √
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additional crosslinks without requiring any further input by the
user. One major advantage of StavroX consists in the
possibility to simultaneously analyze crosslinked products for
peptides with different variable modifications. Additionally,
crosslinks are calculated for all amino acid combinations that
are specified by the user, and not only for selected ones (i.e.,
lysines in case amine-reactive crosslinkers are employed). In
GPMAW, separate searches have to be performed for each
peptide combination with different modifications. Moreover,
mass lists have to be copied in groups of 500 entries into the
program and each crosslink analysis is performed separately.
Considering the high versatility of StavroX that allows
searching for all combinations of crosslinked peptides, time

consumption for analyzing a whole crosslinking dataset is
much lower compared with a similar analysis with GPMAW.

A further strength of StavroX over GPMAW, CTB, and
MS-Bridge is the direct inclusion of MS/MS data and the
visualization of labeled fragment ion mass spectra, which
allows the user to directly decide about the quality of a
crosslink assignment. In order to validate a crosslink
candidate with CTB or GPMAW, time-consuming manual
intervention is required to compare MS/MS data with
theoretical fragmentation patterns, as neither of those
programs can automatically handle MS/MS data. Xlink-
Identifier and xQuest allow examining fragment ion mass
spectra online, but only with Xlink-Identifier it is possible to

Table 2. Analysis of the disulfide pattern of a laminin ß1 N-terminal fragment. The crosslinked product shown in Figure 5 is highlighted; n. a. denotes these
disulfide bonds that were found after proteolysis with LysN, which could not be analyzed either by Xlink-Identifier or by xQuest

m/z
measured

Calculated
molecular weight

Charge
state

Mass deviation
(ppm) Cys Cys

Identified with
StavroX

Identified with
GPMAW

Identified with
MS-Bridge

Identified with
Xlink-Identifier

Identified with
xQuest

1149.939 5745.663 5 −2.0 153 173 √ √ – n. a. n. a.
1322.618 5287.443 4 1.5 153 173 √ √ – n. a. n. a.
1169.040 4673.137 4 0.5 153 173 √ √ – n. a. n. a.
860.886 3440.524 4 −0.6 59 62 √ – – √ –
819.869 3276.453 4 0.3 153 173 √ – √ √ √
815.871 3260.458 4 1.0 153 173 √ √ – √ √
1087.492 3260.458 3 1.3 153 173 √ √ – √ √
1079.821 3237.446 3 0.6 153 173 √ √ – n. a. n. a.
1050.125 3148.358 3 0.6 153 173 √ – – √ √
787.846 3148.358 4 1.0 153 173 √ – – √ √
1044.794 3132.363 3 0.9 153 173 √ √ – √ √
1566.689 3132.363 2 2.1 153 173 √ √ – √ √
783.847 3132.363 3 1.2 153 173 √ √ – √ √
1014.474 3041.402 3 1.2 13 18 √ √ √ √ –
1521.206 3041.402 2 0.5 13 18 √ √ √ √ –
761.107 3041.402 4 1.0 13 18 √ √ √ √ –
728.368 2910.449 4 0.2 39 48 √ √ √ √ –
696.345 2782.354 4 1.8 39 48 √ √ √ √ –
738.976 2214.912 3 1.0 473 476 √ √ √ – –
641.947 1923.827 3 0.1 357 360 √ √ √ – –
421.171 841.334 2 0.6 59 62 √ √ √ – –

Figure 5. Fragment ion mass spectrum of an intramolecular disulfide bond (amino acids 1–29, cysteines 13 and 18 are
connected) in the LN domain of laminin ß1. Fragmentation sites as well as disulfide bridged cysteine residues are indicated in
the amino acid sequence
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download these spectra and store them. Xlink-Identifier and
MS-Bridge exhibit a number of drawbacks: Xlink-Identifier
does not allow analyzing crosslinked peptides that have been
generated by a protease other than trypsin, while MS-Bridge
only accepts crosslinkers with reactivities towards amine or
sulfhydryl groups. For some proteins studied by chemical
crosslinking it is relevant to specify additional fixed amino
acid modifications, e.g., an acetylated N-terminus or a
methylated lysine, which is not implemented in xQuest.
Also, the number of fixed and variable modifications in
xQuest is restricted to a maximum of two or three, which

might be problematic for highly oxidized, methylated, and
acetylated proteins.

Analyzing three datasets with different crosslinking soft-
ware revealed the advantages of our StavroX software, namely,
the options to define crosslinker reactivities, specific modifi-
cations of single amino acids, and a high number of fixed and
variable modifications. Visualization of fragment ion mass
spectra greatly shortens and simplifies data analysis. StavroX
combines the advantages of existing software programs for
analyzing crosslinked products and allows screening of cross-
linking data in a highly versatile and efficient manner.

Table 3. Interaction analysis between GCAP-2 and a ROS-GC peptide with and without calcium using the homobifunctional amine-reactive crosslinker
BS2G. For the ROS-GC peptide, the N-terminal Tyr was involved in all crosslinks. The crosslinked product shown in Figure 6 is highlighted

m/z
measured

Calculated
molecular
weight

Charge
state

Mass
deviation
(ppm)

aa of GCAP-2
crosslinked with
ROS-GC peptide With Ca2+ Without Ca2+

Identified
with StavroX

Identified
with GPMAW

Identified
with xQuest

531.291 1061.572 2 3.3 K-29 √ – √ √ –
588.812 1176.613 2 2.5 K-200 √ – √ √ √
594.850 1188.692 2 0.0 K-126 – √ √ √ –
594.851 1188.692 2 2.8 K-126 √ – √ √ –
622.327 1243.644 2 2.6 K-178 √ – √ √ √
623.822 1246.636 2 0.0 K-106 – √ √ √ √
630.358 1259.708 2 0.1 K-98 – √ √ √ √
630.360 1259.708 2 3.1 K-98 √ – √ √ √
679.832 1358.656 2 0.3 K-129 – √ √ √ –
679.834 1358.656 2 2.9 K-129 √ – √ √ –
467.255 1399.745 3 3.3 K-178 √ – √ √ √
781.378 1561.747 2 0.4 K-50 – √ √ √ –
781.380 1561.747 2 3.1 K-50 √ – √ √ –
603.649 1808.927 3 3.3 K-102 √ – √ √ √
711.991 2133.956 3 0.6 S-37 – √ √ √ –
1125.090 2249.171 2 0.2 K-142 – √ √ √ –
1125.092 2249.171 2 2.9 K-142 √ – √ √ –
750.396 2249.171 3 0.5 K-142 – √ √ √ –
750.398 2249.171 3 3.3 K-142 √ – √ √ –
1127.037 2253.065 2 0.5 K-50 – √ √ √ –
754.689 2262.051 3 0.9 K-30 – √ √ √ –

Figure 6. Fragment ion mass spectrum of the crosslink between CGAP-2 (amino acids 129 136) and a ROS-GC peptide
(amino acids 1–2). Lys-129 of GCAP-2 and the N-terminal Tyr of the GC peptide were found to be crosslinked. The
nomenclature of the crosslinked product is according to [34]
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Conclusions
The combination of chemical crosslinking of proteins and MS
has matured into an alternative technique for gaining structural
information on proteins. Yet, the greatest deficit of this approach
is still presented by the lack of efficient bioinformatics tools that
allow analyzing data in a fully automated fashion. Therefore, the
development of novel software programs for a facilitated analysis
of crosslinked products is of utmost importance. The StavroX
software presented herein is highly advantageous for analyzing
data of crosslinked products in respect to its easy-to-use graphical
user interface and its highly automated analysis of MS and MS/
MS data resulting in short analysis times.
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